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The Challenge / Opportunity

• Transportation needs are changing as a result of the 
pandemic, with a greater focus on safe, healthy and accessible 
neighborhoods

• Transportation still makes up 40% of greenhouse gas 
emissions and we need to both decarbonize and reducing 
driving urgently

• To succeed, transit needs to be out of traffic

• Many sustainable transportation projects are delayed or 
diminished due to non-environmental CEQA challenges



What is SB288 ?

SB288 provides statutory exemptions from CEQA for

Public
Transportation

Bicycle and
Pedestrian Projects

Reducing Parking
Requirements

The law adds to and clarifies existing exemptions—it sunsets on 
December 31, 2022. The bike plan exemption expires in 2030.



SB 288 Purpose: Reduce time and cost of delivering 
sustainable transportation projects

Potential 
benefits:

Increase speed of transit vehicles so they
are more competitive with driving

Attract more riders to transit to help with
decimated agency budgets

Allow quick build projects that help people  
get back to their place of employment safely

Increase access to jobs for essential  
workers and disadvantaged communities

Promote job growth during the  
economic recovery

Reduce local pollution, improve air  
quality, and help meet our climate goals



Strong Coalition Passes Bill

CEQA streamlining identified as a policy priority by transit  
agencies

SPUR, Bay Area Council, Silicon Valley Leadership Group, 
co-led effort
CTA helped organize transit agencies and did great advocacy  LA 

Metro led a strong coalition of Southern California partners



Types of Projects Exempt in SB288
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Pedestrian and bicycle facilities

Customer info and wayfinding

New or increased Bus/BRT/LRT, including stations
Highway lane/shoulder conversion to bus-only  Transit 

prioritization

Signal modifications and ramp meters  

Wayside and onboard technology  

Dedicated transit lanes

Zero emission charging and refueling infrastructure



How is SB 288 different than existing CEQA Exemptions?

SB 288 has greater detail than existing statutory  
exemptions

SB 288 is also a safer route than taking advantage  
of existing categorical exemptions. These require  
extensive analyses to prove the project is exempt  
and the exemption can be challenged.



SB288 Filing Requirements

To file for the SB288 exemption,  
all projects must:

1. Have a public lead agency

2. Be in an urbanized area

3. Be located on existing public right of way

4. Not add new auto capacity

5. Not demolish affordable housing

6. Use a skilled and trained workforce or  
have a project labor agreement



Additional Requirements for Projects Over $100M

Technical Advisory released by Office of Planning and Research 

1. Project is in a plan that had a programmatic EIR within the past 10 years

2. Racial equity analysis that suggest strategies to mitigate burdens

3. Project business case

4. Public participation



What needs to be in the Project Business Case?

Strategic goals and objectives of the project
Other options to achieve the project’s objectives  

Economic costs and benefits of the project  

Financial implications of the project

What is required to deliver and operate the project



Public Participation for Projects > $100 million

Hold 3 noticed  
public meetings  

before determining  
the project is exempt

Include a review of the  
project business case and  
the racial equity analysis  

at 1 of the 3 meetings

Conduct at least 2  
public meetings  

every year during  
project construction



Send us information on projects that will:

Help build momentum for an SB 288 Extension

1. Use SB 288 exemptions so we can illustrate the law’s benefits

2. Won’t be ready by the sunset date

3. Don’t qualify under SB 288 but you think should qualify
for a statutory exemption



“New CEQA Streamlining for Transit Leads to More Equitable and 
Sustainable Transportation System!”

Finally, this is the headline we all want to see:

Projects should improve access and mobility for low-income 
populations and people of color 

Project sponsor should ensure meaningful engagement 

Consider allocating resources saved through SB288 streamlining to do an  
even better job engaging with the public on these transit projects.

If we want to extend or expand the law, we need to show effective  
engagement and strong response to legitimate community concerns.



Bill impacts to-date



Send us information on projects that will:

Discussion

1. Are there mobility projects that don’t qualify under SB 288 
but you think should qualify for a statutory exemption?

2. How else might we advance procedural equity and bolster 
inclusive, community-led planning?

3. How might we make the exemption easier to use/administer?
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Questions or ideas? Please 
reach out to 

glitvak@bayareacouncil.o
rg


